
 

December 17, 2013 

 

ENIGMO has launched “BUYMA Korea”, the Korean version of 

“BUYMA”, on 17th December.  

  

Following the launch of “AVENUE K”, “BUYMA Korea” has launched its service which 

enables buyers residing overseas to distribute brand-named items from all over the 

world to Korean consumers. 

 

 

 

■Back ground of BUYMA Korea 

 Following the launch of AVENUEK.com, the American version of BUYMA.com which 

was first offered in the United States in July 2013, BUYMAKorea.com launched its 

service on December 17, 2013.  

Since Korean fashion preferences are similar to those of Japanese, Enigmo believes that 

their expertise in business development, and existing product line-up of BUYMA, will 

be effectively utilized by BUYMA Korea. 

Utilizing their expertise, the operator of BUYMA Korea, Enigmo Korea (concluded a 

capital and business alliance with Enigmo in June 2013) is aiming to reach the 

profitability breakeven point by the end of next fiscal year and to achieve trading 

volume of 10 billion yen by the end of fiscal year 2016. 

 

■Characteristics of BUYMA Korea 

Safe and reliable market 

By enhancing the buyer selection and compensation system, and applying know-how 

cultivated in the past, BUYMA Korea will provide the platform where users are ensured 

a safe and reliable transaction experience. 

Hot selling items 

Over 12,000 items have already been uploaded on to BUYMAKorea.com. Sharing the 

information on the hot selling items in Japan, local staff of BUYMA Korea will increase 

the goods selection of items suited for Korean consumer’s needs. 



Korean Buyer 

The opportunity to provide Koreans who reside overseas new products while expanding 

trendy fashion items throughout the world, we believe the company is uniquely 

positioned to offer consumers a unique online experience all from the comfort of home. 

 

■Next step for globalization of BUYMA 

Enigmo will accelerate the product sharing among BUYMA, AVENUE K and BUYMA 

Korea to enhance the efficiency. This will contribute to increase on revenues of each 

website. 

Furthermore, our intentions are to expand the business area from the current area 

(Japan, Korea, US, Australia, Canada, UK), to the other countries. Enigmo is 

considering providing a platform to deliver a whole new shopping experience, so that 

anyone worldwide, can purchase the unique products offered on BUYMA.com  

 

BUYMA Korea: http://www.buymakorea.com 

 

http://www.buymakorea.com/

